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About This Game

BE THE MOST INFLUENTIAL PLAYER TO WIN THE KING'S FAVOR:
Harald is a card game of influence and majority. As the head of a village, each player will try to charm the most influential

character of the realm to be noticed by the King and win his favor. But to win you will need to think and wisely use the abilities
of each character.

LEARN HOW TO USE THE CHARACTERS AND THEIR POWERS!
Each turn, players execute three actions in order:

- play one card in the King's council
- play one card in the player's village
- draw cards to replenish your hand

There are six different characters, each with a different function and power. Discover the Wolf/scout, the Lynx/merchant, the
Fox/bard, the Bear/warrior, the Goat/seafarer; the Boar/blacksmith. Discover each character's ability and use them in order to

overtake your opponents!
Each animal will give you the ability to make a move at the end of your turn: you can steal cards from your adversary, try to

exchange his or your cards with the council in order to play in your favor, return cards to erase their points or just place a good
card on the top of the pile! Whatever you choose, decide wisely how to make the most of every move!

SCORE AS MANY POINTS AS YOU CAN!
The goal is simple: get the maximum number of points! In order to win, you need to pay attention to the cards' associations and

put together the ones that work best.
At the end of the game, each card in the village of a player counts as many points as the number of times the same card appears
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in the King’s council. Play smartly in both your village and the council and don't forget to keep an eye on your opponents'
villages in order to win.

EXPERIENCE MORE STRATEGY WITH THE BADGER/SCHOLAR!
Discover an exclusive card, which introduces a new character, the Badger/Scholar. This card offers you the possibility of
protecting a series of characters in your own village. It makes the game harder for your opponents because if they want to

destroy those cards, they will have to attack the Badger/Scholar first if he is present!

FEATURES:
• Solo mode

• Online multiplayer mode: includes a mini chat to share emoticons while playing
• Unlock beautifully illustrated cards based on the original card game

Languages available: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish"
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This game is fuкing legendary. Моtherfuking Vertical Shooter. Best parkour co-op ever. Epic races on motorcycles (you can
even ride on the ceiling). Shame on you who didn't play it yet!!! I'm not fuкing joking! But seriously, this game is not so terrible
as they say. P.S. Please don't hurt me!. addtion information for player who wondering,
Noma Cave Dungeon and Kiryu sword plan(ultimate weapon for nep-nep) is in this DLC.. Pfffffft geography tests.... HA!.
Interesting tool. On it's own it is fun, but I would love to see a video tutorial of someone making something with this, then
importing and setting it up in Unity.. Broken game.. Usefull sounds, great musics, acceptable tileset.
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I'll make this short.
HL Before is a kick in the balls not only to every HL fan, but also for the whole HL universe and Valve.
Poor english ("Spacial Thanks"? Are you kidding?), unstable framerate, easy boss battle, badly looped music, very short and
please buy a decent microphone to the voice actor.
This should be take as example of how NOT to do a videogame.
At least it's free, so if you want to waste half an hour of your life without spending a cent, go play this.
. very very easy to No response . Mobile version not even can compare to free trial PC version. i highly not
recommend you guy to try it.. Easily one of the the better Choice games. I was slow to get into it and not very impressed at first
but here I am, having finished the game three times and still feeling like there is a ton of unexplored content. Well worth it's
humble price.. This reminds me of society.. I like how you can see where the guards are looking. I miss that in other ways. The
graphics are really basic and simple. It has none of the style of hotline miami. But the worst part is how many times I failed a
mission due to somethihng that wasn't my fault. Extremely frustrating.. this is really fun to use as small as this dlc is dances are
awesome
. A cool beat 'em up with nifty graphics and, as has been said already, captures that saturday morning cartoon feel. Two things
bother me, though. The least annoying is the lack of voice acting. The most annoying is the music which is the kind of music
ecstasy users stutter to at raves. Despite that Zheros is a lot of fun.
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